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NWAHBA Honored

By: Paige Reed
The Northwest Arkansas Home
Builders Association (NWAHBA) recently received two Awards for Excellence from the Executive Officers
Council of the National Association
of Home Builders (NAHB).
The first award, Best Source of
Revenue Other Than Dues for an
Event Generating over $50,000,
was bestowed upon the NWAHBA
in honor of their 2005 Home Show
and Expo held in the spring of
2005. The second award, Best
Communications – Special Events
Published Publication, was granted
to the NWAHBA in honor of the
2005 Premiere Parade of Homes
Magazine. Those two extraordinary
contributions to Association Management earned the NWAHBA these top
honors.
“These awards truly belong to
our staff and Maloney Marketing
Group, for without them, these
awards would not have been earned
nor received,” said NWAHBA
Executive Director Jan Skopecek. “I
personally thank Lori Collier, our
Director of Membership Services, for
her continued contribution to the
management of these events and for
raising the bar of excellence each
year. A special thanks goes to our
members, our Board of Directors,
and our volunteers who make these
events deserving of these awards.
And, of course, the public who
continues to attend, enjoy, and
benefit from the expertise of the
members of the NWAHBA at these
events.”
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Moving Forward
The Builders House of Hope, a project
of the Home Builders Association of
Greater Little Rock (HBA-GLR), continues to
move forward, as builders and volunteers
make considerable progress on the home.
The roofing was completed in September
and the electrical, heating and air, and
wiring were finished in October. Contractors will brick the new home, located
in the Country Club of Arkansas in
Maumelle, in November. A large portion
of the proceeds of the sale of the new
home will benefit Arkansas Children’s
Hospital.
This project hits close to home for a
number of builder members of the HBAGLR like Bob Porto and Bill Parkinson,
both of whom have daughters who received treatment from Arkansas Children’s
Hospital in the past. For these builders,
giving back to the cause that helped their
own families is meaningful and heartfelt.
The HBA-GLR is asking the building
community in Central Arkansas to take
part in this event to help support a worthy
charity that makes a difference not only for
children in this state, but across the
country. If you are interested in donating
material or your time, please contact the
HBA-GLR office at 501-758-3646.
BuildingArkansas
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Mark Your Calendars and
Nominate Your Choice for
Builder of the Year
February 23, 2007 – mark it
on your calendar. That’s the date
for the 2006 Arkansas Home
Builder of the Year Awards Banquet.
If you didn’t attend last year’s
inaugural event – you certainly
won’t want to miss this one. We
had over 200 people come out to
celebrate the building industry, and
this year we’re expecting almost
double as many attendees.
Building Arkansas Magazine,
the host of the event, is currently
taking nominations for the 2006
Home Builder of the Year and the
2006 Sub-Contractor of the Year. If
you know a home builder or subcontractor who exemplifies professionalism in this industry and garners respect from fellow builders
and customers, be sure to nominate
them for this honor. All nominees
will be recognized at the banquet.
The home builders and subcontractors nominated for this honor
will be reviewed anonymously by a
panel made up of distinguished
home builders and professionals in
the residential building community.
On the evening of February 23rd,
we will announce the 2006 Home
Builder and Sub-Contractor of the

Year. Visit www.buildingarkansas.net
to nominate your choice, and all
sources of nominations will be held
confidential. We will be taking
nominations through December 4,
2006.
This is our way of celebrating
the residential building industry and
the hard work you all do year in and
year out. So, don’t miss out on
honoring your trade and the building
industry in Arkansas. We look
forward to hearing from you and
your nominations for this great
honor.
If you’re interested in sponsoring
the event, or would like to inquire
about tickets, please call us at:
501-833-3516 or email
pshrader@buildingarkansas.net.
Sincerely,

Priscilla Shrader
President/Publisher
Shrader Media Group, Inc.
Publisher of Building Arkansas
Magazine

2006 Arkansas Home Builder of the Year Awards
It’s that time of year again when we are taking nominations for the 2006 Arkansas Home Builder and
Sub-Contractor of the Year Awards. If you would like to nominate a home builder or sub-contractor for the
2006 awards, please visit www.buildingarkansas.net and fill out the form online or call 501-833-3516.
•

•
•

Nominated individuals should exhibit distinct professionalism in their trade, garner respect from
fellow builders and sub-contractors, follow solid business practices, and possess distinguishable
character in carrying out the business of residential construction.
Nominated builders and sub-contractors must be headquartered in Arkansas.
These individuals will be honored at the 2006 Arkansas Home Builder of the Year Awards Banquet
hosted by Building Arkansas Magazine on February 23, 2007.

The home builders and sub-contractors nominated for this honor will be reviewed by a panel made up of
distinguished home builders and professionals in the home building industry.
Platinum Sponsors

Nominations will be accepted through December 4, 2006.
Sources of all nominations will remain confidential.

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
Nominate Your Choice Today!

5018333516

www.buildingarkansas.net
Silver Sponsor

Hosted By

For Sponsorship Opportunities
for the Event
Call 501-833-3516
BuildingArkansas
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Remodeling
The Other Side
of Building

By: Lauren Laney
While the building industry may have fallen into a
downswing, the remodeling industry has remained on a
steady path. Large kitchens and luxurious baths have
taken on a larger role in the building industry, as home
owners are opting to modify their existing home more and
more. Consumers are also considering aging in place,
and adapting their home to new trends, technology, and
personal health needs as they come about. Home owners
are more involved than ever with their home improvements, and want to add value to their homes while
making them more marketable.
In the past, kitchens have always been a place to
prepare meals and bring the family together. Today the
kitchen has advanced to the focal point of the house, and
has become a place for children to do homework and
6 BuildingArkansas

crafts, and even a place for home owners to pay bills.
Quite simply, the kitchen has transformed into the busiest
place in the home. Consumers have started to rely on
remodeling to bring their kitchen up to speed, through
technology and design. In addition, home owners have
begun to include stainless steel appliances and
freestanding furniture, such as large islands, in their new,
larger kitchens.
Much like kitchens, bathrooms are expanding as well.
Bathrooms are becoming a haven for rest and relaxation,
expanding into a luxurious retreat. Bathrooms are also
moving away from traditional tile and carpet flooring, and
buyers are often opting for concrete flooring, which is very
durable and comes as economical as $1 per square foot.
Because homeowners are transforming their kitchens and
baths, this is providing builders with new opportunities for
remodeling projects.
There is also a new program for builders and remodelers to become a Certified Aging in Place Specialist.
This certification provides in depth training on building
and making home improvements for senior home owners.
According to the National Association of Home Builders
(NAHB), only five percent of the 16,000 NAHB remodelers are Certified Aging in Place Specialist (CAPS)
members. With the vast number of Baby Boomers
entering retirement, this is a golden opportunity to gain
business. Builders looking for a new niche may want to
consider this certification. According to the NAHB,

classes also examine aesthetic and construction
sensitivity issues, as this aging population doesn’t want
their home to look like a facility. More than 80 percent
of these aging adults want to live out their lives at home
rather than be relegated to nursing homes or assisted
living facilities, reports the American Association of
Retired People (AARP). Because adapting a home to
their needs could be as simple as removing steps in an
entry way or rising electrical plugs to minimize bending, seniors can benefit from remodeling their existing
homes.
Toby Bunch of Jonesboro is one of the few
Arkansas home builders to receive this certification.
Bunch went to Atlanta, Georgia to receive his
certification, and went through three days of intense
training. The training included three different seminars;
remodeling, handicap, and a specification class, each
lasting eight hours, and ending with an exam each day.
The exams are graded on a pass/no pass scale; those
passing get to proceed to the next day of class. Bunch
said he went through this program because Baby
Boomers are reaching the age of sixty and there is a
high demand for licensed CAPS builders in Arkansas,
since many home owners have had to go out of state to
reach these specialists in the past. According to Bunch,
he stays especially busy remodeling homes for senior
home owners as well as nursing homes and hospitals.
When working with this demographic it is important to
let the home owner make most of the remodeling

decisions, while including other family members in the
decision making process, noted Bunch.
Remodeling is a thriving avenue to explore in the
building industry, as new construction has taken a
downswing. More and more home owners want to “stay in
place” in their existing homes rather than building from
scratch. Although there will always be a demand for new
construction, the aging Baby Boomer market is creating an
industry of their own. Clearly, the future growth in this
market has great potential. Home builders who consider this
as an addition to their business plan have the opportunity to
reap rewards in a new niche of residential building.
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Builder Feature
Gary Washam - Washam Construction Company

Making Dreams Come True
By:

Paige Reed
second house before it was finished, and the story
continues today.”
Because of the influence that Washam’s father had
on him, this Maumelle builder cites his dad as having
the most impact on his career. “He is one of the most
knowledgeable men in the profession,” said Washam.
“I like to combine his knowledge of sound construction
with some of the new products and technology of
today to create a more attractive, efficient, familyfriendly home.”
Having built approximately 46 homes in the 12
years that he’s been building in Maumelle, Cabot,
Beebe, Sherwood, Little Rock, and Ferndale, Washam
is now venturing into the development side of things as
well. Washam, along with Robert and Clint Aguiar,
started River Crossing Partners, LLC, which is currently
developing a subdivision in Maumelle called Village of

Gary Washam of Washam Construction Company loves
getting to wake up each morning and work towards making
a person’s dream of becoming a home owner a reality. “I
know that I am creating a home for a family in which many
memories will take place for years to come. People need
homes, and I want to help people achieve that goal and
dream,” said Washam.
With a degree in International Economics and Business
from the University of Arkansas, Washam started his career
working for a local trucking company. After working in the
corporate world for nearly 10 years, Washam decided that it
was time for a change. “My dad, a builder and contractor
for nearly 40 years, always told me he wanted to help me
build my first home,” said Washam. “I started the process,
worked on nearly every aspect of the construction of that
house, and sold it. Soon after, I purchased another lot down
the street, and an offer was made and accepted on my
8
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New Bedford. This traditional neighborhood is a 20acre patio home development in which the homes will
have rear entry garages, porches, and contracted lawn
maintenance.
According to Washam, the best part about being a
home builder is creating something that will be around
for years to come. “As a builder, we are not just
building houses; we are building homes,” said
Washam. He also noted the benefits of working closer
to home and being able to spend more time with his
family. “In this industry our schedules are full and the
phone calls never stop; however, when my family needs
me, I am only a phone call and short distance away,”
said Washam.
On the other hand, there are also challenges to be
faced as a residential home builder. The main
challenge, according to Washam, is the availability and
rate structures of general liability and workers
compensation insurance. Add to that government
regulations from offices such as OSHA and ADEQ, the
increased price of building materials, and the lack of
qualified sub-contractors in certain fields, and,
according to Washam, builders face quite a few daily
challenges.
To those builders that are just entering the
construction industry, Washam has several pieces of
advice. First, he advises that they do something to
differentiate themselves from the competition and to do
their research and stay attuned to their cost structures.
He also noted the importance of developing good
relationships with sub-contractors, checking their job
sites and their books every day, and knowing all aspects
of the business from local, state, and federal regulations
to building codes, financing, and insurance. “Getting
involved in your local Home Builders Association will
also help you succeed,” said Washam. “Local HBAs
can provide a lot of leadership in the industry both in
front and behind the scenes.”
Washam also noted the value of using time wisely
and utilizing technology such as handheld computers, email, and mobile phones to keep updated on the
progress of ongoing projects. This hardworking builder
also tries to concentrate on one geographic area in
order to successfully manage a number of homes being
built at one time.
So what does Washam see in the crystal ball of the
building industry? “The future will be a challenge, to
say the least,” said Washam. “More and new
government regulations, increases in fuel, increases in
general liability insurance, and the perception of an
unstable real estate market and economy created by the
mass media will make it tough, but the market conditions
that we are truly facing will be self-correcting in due
time.”
Washam also noted the need for more

affordable homes as opposed to those homes in the $300500K range, noting the difficulty in being able to produce
such homes due to high development costs.
Overall, Washam attributes his success to his family –
wife, Ashley, and daughter, Aynsleigh. “I would not have
the drive and determination that I have today without
them,” said Washam. “My wife has brought me so much
positive support over the years, and my daughter is a
treasure.” Other notable players in Washam’s success
include his dad, Ron, and brother, Mark. “The Lord above
has given me far more than I would have ever imagined as
I was growing up,” said Washam.
When not overseeing his building projects, Washam
enjoys spending time with his family, snow skiing, attending
U of A football games, and riding his Harley Davidson
motorcycle. He also noted golf as an interest, though
hesitatingly. “When people ask me if I play golf, I tell them
‘yes...terribly’,” said Washam. His time is also devoted to
his church, First United Methodist Church in Maumelle, as
well as the local city government as a second-term City of
Maumelle Planning Commissioner. He also serves on the
Board of Directors for the Home Builders Association of
Greater Little Rock and is currently the 2006 Secretary
Treasurer.
Washam is clear about his future. “God-willing, I plan to
continue building homes for families for years to come.”
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Housing Slump
By: Priscilla Shrader

Catastrophe or
Needed Direction?

10
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For home builders and those in the residential
building industry, a slump in the housing market is
evident. The question exists … is this slump a
catastrophe or much needed direction? Economists
and experts acknowledge a downturn in the housing
market, specifically new housing starts; but they also
support the notion that the market isn’t terrible – just
returning to normal levels after a few years with a
very hot market.
Mike Moran, Chief Economist
for Daiwa Securities in America, Inc. recently complained
in a teleconference hosted by
the National Association of
Home Builders (NAHB) that the
news media is portraying housing market conditions as “a
correction that is badly needed,” according to Moran.
“The key issue is whether the
correction is orderly or disorderly, and the correction
looks orderly even though it’s
portrayed as a catastrophe in the press.”
Turning on any local or national newscast or picking
up a newspaper in communities across the country,
consumers might think that the sky is falling when it comes
to the housing market. Many economists agree that the
press isn’t linking its information to the fact that the market
has been experiencing a boom in recent years, and the
slowdown could easily be equated to a turn back to
standard conditions. “To bring the markets back into
equilibrium we need sluggish growth in prices for three,
four, five years,” said Nariman Behravesh, Chief
Economist for Global Insight. “We have to have home
prices rising less than the rate of inflation to get things
back into equilibrium. In the last boom and bust,
overvalued markets generally were in the same place and
it took them a better part of the decade of the 1990s to
see real prices get back to levels that preceded the
boom.”
Jim Glassman, Managing Director for JPMorgan
Chase, also noted a positive twist to the recent downturn.
“Most of us will be grateful if housing prices flatten out for
a couple of years,” said Glassman. “This is not your
classic interest rate story, so it won’t be long before we
work through this, recognizing that we are in a transition
now.”

NAHB Chief Economist David
Seiders said that he is forecasting an
11.5 percent decline in housing
starts this year, followed by another
11.7 percent drop next year. A
trend that Moran agrees is proof that
the builders are reacting to the
current climate. “We are in line with
the 2003 average for sales, but far
below that average for starts,” said
Moran. “… showing that builders
are taking the steps they need to take
in order to get inventories under
control.”
During this down swing in the
housing industry that could provide
equilibrium to pricing and the
volatile market, builders are riding
out the storm with strategies to make
the most of business opportunities,
while watching their current inventories closely. A number of builders
began their careers in the field as a
sub-contractor, roofing, framing, or
plumbing homes under construction.
With the market slowing down,
many of these builders are going
back to their original trades and

taking advantage of work that might
not include building a custom or
spec home. In addition, remodeling
projects are becoming more popular
for home builders as the market
slows down and the demand for new
construction decreases.
In light of the recent boom in
housing over the past few years,
there have been a number of individuals join the residential building
industry as a home builder, who
might not have been the traditional
builder. For example, corporate executives and others who saw the
housing market as a great opportunity to make extra income over the
past few years, joined the industry
and began building homes. Several
veteran builders who have been in
the industry for years see this downturn as an opportunity to “weed out”
those who aren’t skilled and
professional in the building field.
Whether you see the housing
slump as an impeding catastrophe or
needed direction for a volatile
market, as home building profes-

sionals it’s important to stay informed
and on top of market trends, while
making the most of opportunities for
your business.
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Serving the
Building Industry
for 30 Years
Tommy Wright,
John Wright Construction Company

Photography by Christy Hollingshead Photography
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By: Paige Reed
Thirty years ago Tommy Wright
decided that it was time to become
his own boss. After serving in the
Navy, then working for Falcon Jet
Corp for almost 15 years, Wright
needed a break from what he calls
his very own “rat race.” Because
he had married into a family that
built and developed, the construction industry seemed like a perfect
opportunity for him. In 1976
Wright’s father-in-law helped with
his first lot, beginning a business
that is still growing today.
While working for Falcon Jet,
Wright did some remodeling work
on the side, which developed his
appetite for construction. “I was
convinced that building was what I
wanted to do,” said Wright. “I
saved up some money to get into
the business and started John
Wright Construction Company.”
Learning to save money from the
start is one reason that Wright feels
he has been successful. According
to him, the building industry has so
many ups and downs that successful
builders know to save money while
it’s good in order to maintain during
the slow years. “Fortunately, I did
that and have come through,” said
Wright. “Not a lot of builders have
been able to stay in the industry for
30 years.”
Over the last 30 years, Wright
has built over 700 houses. He
averages about 20 a year. “I had a
couple of years where I built over
75 houses a year,” said Wright.
“That was not a good thing. It
drove everybody crazy, so I backed
off of that and now average 20 per
year.” Born and raised in North
Little Rock, Wright stays close to
home, building the majority of his
homes in Maumelle. With partner,
Jack Wilson of Woodhaven Homes,
Wright continues to develop and
build mainly in the Country Club of
Arkansas, the fastest-growing community in Central Arkansas, according to Wright.

This home builder’s philosophy has been to build
housing that a majority of people could afford. Because
of the increased cost of materials and lots, Wright’s
philosophy has also become his greatest challenge.
“Costs have gotten so high that affordable housing is
now about $175,000, and that is a little expensive for
the average person to afford,” said Wright. The fight to
keep costs down is a constant battle, according to
Wright, and he is always looking for other ways to save
dollars, such as using new, innovative products that may
be more reasonable while serving the same purpose in
the home. “Although providing affordable housing is
more of a challenge, I still feel like we’re trying to
accommodate the lower-priced home.”
The best part about being a home builder, according
to Wright, is the independence. “Of course being your
own boss means that you can take off any time that you
want to,” laughed Wright, “but I don’t believe I’ve ever
had off more than a week in the last 10 years.” In
addition to the independence, Wright also noted that the
most rewarding part of his job is when a home owner

picks up the phone to say thanks. “Builders don’t get a
lot of thanks, so it means so much when someone calls to
say thank you for building them their home,” said
Wright. “The only person that can affirm that you’ve
done good work is the home owner, so it means a lot
when they say thanks for the house that you spent blood,
sweat, and tears building.”
The glue that holds Wright’s business together is his
wife, Marilyn.
“She’s very much a part of the
construction,” said Wright. Being a sounding board for
his ideas, decorating, critiquing, and keeping Wright in
line are just a few of Marilyn’s duties. Wright attributes
his success first to God, second to Marilyn. “God
determines everyone’s success. I feel like He’s led me on
the paths that I’ve taken,” said Wright. “Of course, He’s
put me down a few times when I got out of hand;
however, He’s had His hand on us for the last 10-15
years, and I give Him all the glory. Secondly, I attribute
my success to my wife.”
While building is Wright’s bread and butter, he also
stays busy with other business ventures. The developing

At A Glance
Tommy Wright – John Wright Construction Company
Years as a Home Builder: 30 years
Advice for new builders:
Be on the job during as much of the process as possible.
Offices Held in Local Organizations:
Life Director of HBA-GLR and AHBA. Serves on several HBA committees on both local and
state levels.
Hobbies:
Spending time at his cabin overlooking Greers Ferry Lake.
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business is one of those ventures. In addition to the
Country Club of Arkansas, Wright is involved in Cypress
Bay Development, which is currently developing Majestic
Pointe with lots on the highest peak in Maumelle and
views up to 25 miles. It will be available in the next four
months. Wright’s first development project was an
affordable housing subdivision in North Little Rock called
Sweet Rose Lane after his mother. The most economical
house built there sold for $37,500 in the early 80s. His
least active business is Wright and Sons, a foundation
repair company. They primarily do jobs only for other
builders because, according to Wright, there is never
enough time to focus on that business. In 1997 Wright
started a company called Palarm Sand and Gravel,
which manufactured sand and gravel out of a hillside, but
the cost was so prohibitive that he backed off of that and
sold the dirt to builders for their slabs. The Country Club
Development bought out Wright’s interest in Palarm,
leaving Wright with time to focus on his newest venture, a
construction waste management class four landfill. “I
have been working on this landfill for five years now, and
we just received our ADEQ certification,” said Wright.
“The landfill will only take construction waste, and it is
located just inside Faulkner County by Palarm.” Wright is

14
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also a Life Director of the local and state Home Builders
Associations (HBA), which means that he has served 10
years as a regular director and is now a permanent fixture
in the HBA. He currently sits on several HBA committees
on both the local and state levels.
The key to handling all of these many projects,
according to Wright, is to have a good partner. “That
takes some of the heat and the work load off of you
because it is impossible to do it all,” said Wright. He is
able to rely on his daughter and son-in-law, Donna and
Mike Brown, because they do most of the construction,
and Wright is able to be an overseer. Wright also
mentioned the need for having good employees when
juggling so many projects.
Wright would advise small builders that are just
getting their start to be on the job during as much of the
building process as possible. “A builder can’t let his subs
do work without his knowledge. He needs to make the
decisions on the job so that he learns and doesn’t let
someone else make a decision that could come back to
hurt him,” said Wright. “For example, footings – anyone
can dig a hole, but actually seeing the soil and the
conditions with your own eyes can make a difference.”
According to Wright, the future for home building in
Arkansas is on the verge of something big. “Back in the
1980s, I attended a home builders convention in Houston,
Texas, and they named five cities where there would be a
housing boom. One of those was Little Rock,” said
Wright. “I personally believe that it is starting now in Little
Rock. We’ve had a housing boom in Northwest
Arkansas, and that boom is appearing to slow down.
However, I don’t think the boom in Central Arkansas has
happened, and I feel like it’s on the verge of starting.”
Wright also noted that the housing downturn is really only

applicable in houses in the $300K and above range and
that it is slight, not extreme. Houses in the $200-300K range
are still in need, according to Wright. He attributed the
alleged slowdown to the fact that people are hearing so
much about the housing downturn on the news that they are
more reluctant to buy. However, Wright noted that because
rates have gone down, there’s no reason for people not to
buy.
When not building, Wright enjoys spending time at his
cabin on Greers Ferry Lake. “I go every weekend,” said
Wright. “All I have to do is get on the interstate and forget

about building...except for the phone ringing. But to be
honest, I’ve sold many houses while on my deck
overlooking the lake.” His cabin is a fixer-upper that
Wright purchased a couple of years ago, and he enjoys
piddling with it every chance he gets.
In the future Wright hopes to continue developing
and getting the construction waste management landfill
up and running successfully. After that, he plans to try to
slow down. Wright is one Arkansas builder that has
given much to his trade, the construction industry, for the
last 30 years.
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Dollars and
Sense
Unique Web Service
By: Paige Reed
All builders are concerned with the bottom line. They
are on a constant search for the magic recipe that will
allow them to keep costs down in order to provide their
customers with a quality product at a reasonable price
and still make a little bit of profit. One such way to
accomplish this is to utilize the unique service of
Houses2view.com.
This web service allows even the smallest builder to
have internet listings, audio tours, and real time lead
generation. Houses2view.com provides real estate marketing services to builders and agents and offers them a
means to integrate their existing marketing activities so
their overall marketing effectiveness can be easily tracked.
In doing so, Houses2view.com can track the number of
leads generated by each marketing channel and determine where the builder is getting the biggest bang for their
buck in terms of advertising expenses. With
Houses2view’s integrated web services, a builder's
website will always be in sync with updated listings and
can easily be managed from one location, saving both
time and money.
Potential home buyers can see www.houses2view.com
signs in the yards of the homes that are on the web site for
viewing. This provides marketing for builders for the
inventory they have on the site.
Houses2view.com has also partnered with the Home
Builders Association of Greater Little Rock (HBA-GLR) in
order to provide benefits to HBA-GLR members and to
provide incentives for builders to join this local HBA. The
website, www.glrnewhomes.com, is a joint offering based
on Houses2view.com's new HBA New Homes Portal and
is now available to HBAs everywhere. The site only lists
new homes from existing HBA members, making it a great
membership tool. Houses2view.com has put together
special member rates and promises to customize a
package for each builder’s needs and budget, making it
beneficial as well as economical. This partnership benefits
both builders and HBAs.
Builders utilizing Houses2view.com look forward to
many savings, both in time and money. Expert marketing
tools, faster sale times, and multiple listing opportunities all
await builders that sign on to the new Houses2view.com.
When in search of that magic recipe that will allow
builders to save money and make quicker profits,
Houses2view.com offers a new and innovative way for
builders to reach that goal.
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Builder insight
The readers of Building Arkansas Magazine note that the
most enjoyable aspect of reading the magazine is
learning about and getting to know other builders across
the state. So, we hope you enjoy this new Builder Insight
column.

Q: What would be your second career of choice?
A: Something within the construction field.

Brian Shewmaker
Silver Lining Construction,
Bentonville, Arkansas

Q: What is your favorite movie?
A: “Where the Red Fern Grows.” It is a wonderful
movie about loving what you do and those who support
you.

Q: How long have you been building homes?
A: Since 1990. I started as a framer and moved to
General Contractor in 1997.
Q:: What is your favorite aspect of home building?
A: Seeing the end product. Starting with an empty
property then building someone’s dream home gives me
a wonderful feeling.

Q: What is your favorite food?
A: Seafood and fresh vegetables.

Q: What is the last book or periodical you read?
A: John Maxwell books. They are all about leadership
and personal growth.
Q: Tell us about your family:
A: Loving wife of 7 years, Leslie; son, Chandler, 6
years old; son, Chase and daughter, Cameron, both 5
years old; daughter, Carolyn, 2 years old.

Q: What is the biggest challenge of home building?
A: Customer service. Every customer is different and
we, as general contractors, have to adapt to each
lifestyle, taste, and budget.
Q: What is the favorite part of your day as a builder?
A: Early morning. I plan out what has to be completed
each day and evaluate my plan for the next day as well.
Q: What could you not live without as a builder?
A: My sub-contractors. A general contractor is only as
good as his sub-contractors; therefore, if we don’t treat
our people well, we get sub-standard work. That
ultimately affects the customer.
Q: To whom or what do you attribute your success?
A: My family. I have a very driven dad, protective
mom, successful brother, loving wife, and four
understanding children. Let’s face it. We don’t do what
we do for practice. We do it for the love of what we do
and for our family.
Q: How many homes do you plan to build in 2007?
A: Approximately 10 custom homes. I also plan to build
10 new family friends with these projects.
Q: What are your hobbies?
A: Hunting, fishing, golfing, and most of all – spending
quality time with my family.
BuildingArkansas
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Sub-Contractor
Feature
Jay and Dave Twidwell, Twidwell Construction
Paying Attention to Details
Jay and Dave Twidwell of Twidwell Construction are
brothers, framers, and perfectionists. Paying attention to
each and every detail is important to these two men, and
they do all that they can to ensure that their product is as
near perfect as possible.
With a combined 17 years experience, Jay and
Dave went in business together two years ago. Working
mainly as framers, they also do repair work, metal
roofing, siding, and decks. “Framing is our trade, but we
have learned a lot about various areas of the construction
industry,” said Jay. The two brothers have even ventured
into the general contracting field and built a few houses.
Previously a donut cutter, Jay got his start in the
construction industry with JH Construction. He enjoyed
being able to work outdoors and eventually moved up
through the ranks to become the crew leader. Dave, the
younger of the two, got his start in the building industry
when he was 18. “Back then we were commuting to
work in Little Rock, so we really liked working on the
same crew because it helped save on gas,” said Jay.
The brothers learned quite a bit from Dennis Scott,
who served as both a mentor and a friend. “There was
so much that we didn’t know,” said Jay. “Maintaining a
crew, providing worker’s compensation, shingling a roof
– Dennis taught us about all of those things.” Dave
added that Scott not only taught them practical tips about
framing and building but also personal things, such as
how to be fearless and confident. According to the
Twidwell’s, Scott played a key role in their desire to
become sub-contractors in the Benton area. Other
notable figures in Jay and Dave’s careers include Jimmy
Hiironen, Peter Newey, and James Hammock, who all
inspired these framing brothers to make the leap and
become their own bosses. “They each taught us how
much fun it could be to frame and build a house,” said
Dave. “They taught us how to be leaders and how to
frame a perfect house.”
Because the Twidwell brothers enjoy framing large
houses and ensuring that their work is perfect, they try not
to overbook themselves. Completing 3-4 houses each
year, along with a lot of small jobs in between, these two
stay busy. “We want to take our time and build our
houses as strong as possible,” said Jay. “We want them
to last 100 years,” added Dave. Jay quickly corrected,
“No, more like 1,000 years.”
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The best part about being a sub-contractor, according
to the Twidwell’s, is that they get to work for themselves,
make their own hours, and know that the finished product
is a result of their hard work. “Knowing that you built
something with your own two hands and your own
knowledge is something that you can take pride in,” said
Jay.
On the other hand, these brothers note that the more
challenging part of being a sub is being responsible for
everything. “Knowing that I am in charge, that I am
responsible for my family’s welfare, and that I have to make
enough money on my own to provide is a lot of pressure,
but I’m learning to have confidence and to let God handle
everything,” said Jay. Dave added that in spite of the
challenges, he always wants to have work that is fun and
always wants to be able to provide for his son, Vincent.
If there was one thing that these framers would like for
home builders in Arkansas to know, it would be that quality
is a lot more important than quantity. “We feel that builders
sometimes rush to build huge homes. They seem more
worried about the hurry than the product,” said Jay. “We
would want them to know that we try to make our framing
last, even if it takes a little longer. We wish everyone in the
building industry would take the time to make everything
perfect,” said Dave.
If Jay and Dave could give one piece of advice to subcontractors just starting out, they would say to simply follow
the three P’s – patience, positive attitude, and perseverance. The two also noted the importance of not being
afraid to stick your neck out and having the drive to do
whatever it takes to make ends meet.
The future is bright in Arkansas, according to these
framers. “The media makes it sound scary, and maybe it is
in other parts of the country, but in Arkansas people are still
working. If you’re good at what you do, there’s no reason
why you can’t stay busy,” said Jay.
When not building, Jay enjoys hunting squirrel and
deer as well as fishing, brewing beer, throwing darts, and
taking care of his rabbits. Dave’s time off work can be
narrowed down to one activity – spending time with his son.
Clearly, the future seems to be pretty positive for both
brothers. Jay plans to work hard enough to be able to buy
some land, retire early, and start a small farm complete
with an organic garden, chickens, and cows. Dave intends
to continue framing and hopefully teach his son the trade
someday. From framing and building to hunting and family
– these well-rounded framers are making a living in the
Arkansas home building industry.
BuildingArkansas
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GROWING PAINS
By: Priscilla Shrader

As local areas across the state
grow and develop, municipalities
and builders/developers continue
to battle over the best way to
finance the infrastructure of these
growing communities. Impact fees
are becoming more and more
popular for municipalities in Arkansas to enact as a means of
financing local government infrastructure. Cities like Bentonville,
Conway, and Cabot have enacted
impact fees, and several others are
on the heels of implementing this
type of funding, or are at least
looking into the idea of impact fees
for their communities.
“I think municipalities see impact fees as an equitable way to
address the infrastructure needs of
growing communities,” said Don
Zimmerman, Executive Director of
the Arkansas Municipal League.
While municipalities see the
issue of impact fees as necessary in
some cases, home builders and
representatives from the residential
building community strongly disagree. “There are no advantages
to impact fees because they can
only generate enough funds to pay
for a very small portion of the
necessary capital improvements,”
said Home Builder Lance Johnson of
Lance Johnson Building Company.
“The biggest misunderstanding is
that the builder or developer will
pay the impact fee. The cost has to
be passed on to the home buyer in
the price of the home.”
Impact fees first came about in
the 1950’s and 1960’s as a means
to recover capital for the funding of
water and wastewater facilities in
different areas across the nation. In
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the 1970’s, the use of impact fees
extended to non-utility usage including roads, parks, and schools. In
the 1980’s impact fees took off,
covering a wide variety of municipal
needs including fire and police
protection.
In the 1980’s and
1990’s, the impact fee trend began
to spread into communities across the
nation that were experiencing extreme growth. Today, Arkansas home
builders and developers in a number
of areas across the state are experiencing the pinch of additional
expenses in general, and impact fees
are creating even more costs in
building a new home.
“By increasing the cost of doing
business in a community, impact fees

create a financial disincentive for
builders to operate, deter prospective
home buyers from considering a
purchase in that area, and even
adversely affect the housing economics of local home owners,” said
Joseph Burak, Executive Officer of the
Home Builders Association of Greater
Little Rock (HBA-GLR). “Obviously this
affects all home buyers but it disproportionately singles out those who
need affordable housing – especially
minorities and our community’s workforce.” According to Burak, for every
$1,000 increase in the price of a new
home, 579 people are immediately
priced out of the housing market in
Central Arkansas.
Representatives from municipali-

ties who have implemented impact fees and those who
support their implementation see it as a means to
provide necessary community needs. “Consumers want
their housing to be served with adequate infrastructure,
and that’s a very expensive item for municipalities to
obtain for those consumers,” said Zimmerman. “All
house-holds want to be served by good water, streets,
and other city services – impact fees are a method of
doing just that.”
Home builders and developers who strongly oppose
impact fees encourage the building community in
Arkansas to get involved on a local level. “Builders
need to continue to voice their opposition to the governing bodies about impact fees and the like,” said
Johnson. “They need to support the legal battles financially when the time comes to take legal action.”
Burak agreed with Johnson, and added that
educating consumers and builders on all aspects of
impact fees is vital in making a difference on the issue.
“When breaking down the costs of building a house,
spend extra time walking the consumer through fees
charged by the city,” said Burak. “I also believe builders
should become more involved politically. Impact fees
are a local issue, so voice your opinion at a city council
meeting or through a donation to your HBA’s political
action committee (PAC).”
No matter what side of the issue you take, both
sides agree financing the infrastructure of the community
is necessary. How that is done is the debate. “In some
cases impact fees are advantageous and in others they
would not be,” added Zimmerman. “It’s a judgment call
that has to be made by the local communities.”
Despite the heated debate over the issue, impact
fees are a reality for the building community in Arkansas
– at least for now. “I believe the impact fee debate in
Arkansas has only just begun. Let’s face it – many cities
have long neglected their infrastructure,” said Burak.
“Instead of tightening their purse strings or making
capital improvement a priority, they look for more
revenue. By supporting a ‘fee,’ cities can successfully
avoid taking a tax issue to the voters, while at the same
time unfairly painting the building industry as people
who don’t ‘pay their fair share.’ They’re shaking the
voter’s hand while simultaneously reaching the other
into the voter’s back pocket.”
There is no sign that the issue of impact fees will end
any time soon. Local municipalities will continue to look
into options for increasing revenue streams to cover the
expenses of a growing community.
How those
expenses are covered depends on the decisions made
at the local level – what those decisions are and the
impact they have on the building community remains to
be seen in a number of areas across the state.
BuildingArkansas
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OUT IS IN
By: Paige Reed
With the stifling summer months behind us, home
owners are finally able to enjoy the outdoors. From patios
and decks to sunrooms and outdoor kitchens, home
owners are letting builders know that “out is in”.
One outdoor addition that is in high demand is the
outdoor kitchen. What was once simply a grill and a fire
pit has morphed into a fully-furnished and fully-equipped
kitchen, complete with grills, cook tops, refrigerators, wine
coolers, running water, and electricity. This outdoor
“room” incorporates the functional aspects of an inside
kitchen with the decorative aspects of an outdoor paradise
for entertaining. Fireplaces, sinks, lighting, warming
drawers, and eating areas are all elements that help
personalize this outside space. Patios are great foundations for outdoor kitchens. Decks can also be transformed into an outdoor kitchen but usually require
additional support.
Another popular outdoor addition is the sunroom.
Also called a patio room or patio enclosure, sunrooms
allow a home owner to enjoy the benefits of the outside
without dealing with the sometimes unpleasant outdoor
elements. “Because a sunroom is completely closed in, it
allows a home owner to enjoy the outdoors inside, with air
conditioning and no insects,” said Dale Wilber of Patios
Plus Sunrooms, Inc. in Mountain Home. According to
Wilber, sunrooms are typically requested by home
owners, though he does occasionally get a request from a
builder to incorporate the outdoor addition into the home
plans, thus increasing the value of the home. Wilber also
noted a new sunroom flooring material that is gaining
ground. It is called OSB (oriented strand board), and it is
an engineered wood panel that provides better insulation
for the room.
Solariums and conservatories are also in the sunroom
family. Enclosed like a sunroom, solariums and conservatories differ in that they have glass roofs to allow a
home owner to view the outdoors from all angles. Jerry
Thomas of Four Season Sunrooms added, “The value of a
sunroom is the use that a home owner will get out of it.
When it’s hot like this, decks and patios are useless. A
sunroom gives you the advantage of feeling like you’re
outside with the comfort of being inside.”
Other home builders are taking a standard patio and
“beefing it up”. John Burton of JHB Investments, Inc. built
the 2006 Idea House in Cabot. His covered “dream
patio” included a stone fireplace, cooking island, table
and chairs, and grill. The arched brick walkways that led
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into the yard could be closed off by an electronic,
retractable screen from ProMillwork, Inc. in Hot Springs.
This allowed the home owner to enjoy an outdoor kitchen
patio and still be protected from insects and bad weather.
Another element that Burton used was a folding glass wall.
These glass panels folded back in an accordion style to
allow the living room area to blend seamlessly with the
covered outdoor patio, truly bringing the outdoors in.
Decks are yet another outdoor addition that is in

demand in Arkansas. Treated yellow pine is the most
popular material used in decking, but other materials
such as composite (man-made) decking, vinyl, and
aluminum may also be used. “Decks add a recognizable
value to the home,” said Keith Wingfield of River Rock
Builders.
An outdoor addition that incorporates old Southern
charm with a love of the outdoors is the front porch.
These additions can simply be built on the front of the
home or can wrap around to the sides, with some
wrapping around the entire home. Many of the same
materials used to construct a deck are also used on a
porch, with the treated yellow pine being a front-runner
and the composite decking gaining popularity due to its
easy maintenance and its durability.
When building an outdoor addition to a home,
builders should consider for what purpose the room will
be used. Will the home owner be using it strictly for
entertaining, or is it simply a means for relaxation and an
area to enjoy the outdoors? Do the home owners plan to
cook there on a regular basis, requiring the builder to
consider plumbing and electrical circuits? What type of
protection will the home owners need from the outdoors?
All of these questions make a difference in the type of
addition that is incorporated into the construction plans.
From outdoor kitchens and covered patios to front
porches, decks, and sunrooms, home owners are letting
home builders know that “out” is definitely “in”.
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Focus On
Bella Vista
By: Lauren Laney
The private community of Bella Vista has become the
retirement area of choice for many active adults, partially due to the immense array of amenities offered.
According to Daniel Cowin, of Cowin Construction, the
building industry of Bella Vista is in a slight down swing,
but in 2008 it should be raising right back up. Many
are finding the unique environment of Bella Vista very
attractive.
One of the current issues affecting Bella Vista is
having to share water pipelines with the neighboring
community of Rogers. According to the Bella Vista
Property Owners Association (POA), many restrictions
have been set to ensure proper water usage, such as
watering lawns at a set time, washing laundry only
when at capacity, and regular plumbing checks to
prevent excess water leakage. The City of Bentonville is
currently constructing a new 14-mile pipeline that will
also serve Bella Vista, to be completed in 2007.
Another issue affecting Bella Vista is incorporating into
an official town, which could bring a first year
administration price tag of around $370,000,
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according to the city’s POA. However, several new jobs
would be created through incorporating into an official
town. Bella Vista is currently a private community without
a mayor. Voting on incorporation will take place this
month.
The key economic driver in this community is WalMart, due to Bella Vista’s close vicinity to Bentonville,
which houses the headquarters of the large corporation.
Wal-Mart not only drives the Bella Vista community, but
also much of the Northwest part of the state. Northwest
Arkansas has been growing rapidly due to good schools,
safe neighborhoods, job availability, and close proximity
of the University of Arkansas in Fayetteville. Partially due
to Wal-Mart’s booming success, Northwest Arkansas is
the sixth-fastest growing region in the U.S., reports the
Northwest Arkansas Council.
Bella Vista was carefully planned, consisting of
churches, commercial centers, clinics, and libraries, but
the focal point of this community are clearly the eight
lakes and 117 holes of golf. Retirees are also driven to
this community because of the low cost of living. “Two
people can play a round of golf for around only $30,”
said Daniel Cowin.
Todd Garner of Cooper Homes has developed a
number of acres in the Bella Vista community, and is
currently under construction on two new subdivisions.
Cantabury Hills is a detached single family home property with a pool, and will begin construction before
2007. The other new addition of Cooper Home
properties is Carradale Courts which is a town home
facility. Besides the two new subdivisions, Cooper Homes
also builds on scattered lots throughout the community.
Garner has been in Bella Vista for many years and is
planning on being there for many years to come.
The economy and building industry of the Bella Vista
community is very stable, despite a slight downswing.
Many builders, including Garner and Cowin, predict
many years of economic growth for this community. With
the new construction of the water pipeline, possible
incorporation, and new subdivisions, the community can
only expect more growth and prosperity. For many, Bella
Vista has the unique environment of a resort, yet the
comfort of home.

Bradco Supply
The Best Choice For All Your Building Needs
Reliability. Loyalty. Trust. These
are more than just words at Bradco
Supply, one of the country’s largest
distributors of commercial and residential building materials. Currently
celebrating its 40th anniversary,
Bradco has never abandoned the
basic philosophy on which it was
founded: Building relationships with
their customers. Every customer is
treated as a trusted business partner
and every Bradco branch is committed to providing quality products,
competitive prices and the best
customer service in the industry.
Bradco first opened its doors forty
years ago, operating out of a small
warehouse location in Avenel, NJ. At
that time, manufacturers typically
shipped building materials directly to
customers, while distributors were
used simply for “fill-in” deliveries and
to make customer pickups. After
hearing customers complain about
the poor service they received from
the manufacturers, Bradco initiated a
major change in the delivery cycle. It
purchased its own fleet of tractors
and trailers to pick up materials from
the manufacturers and deliver them
directly to customers’ job sites. As the
company’s reputation for quality service spread, the business began to
grow rapidly. Today Bradco operates
more than 154 locations throughout
29 states, including two facilities in
North Little Rock and Springdale,
Arkansas.
“I have worked with many building products companies over the past
36 years in this industry and I rate
Bradco at the very top in professionalism and service,” said Jack
Wilson of Woodhaven Homes. “Rick
[North Little Rock sales rep, Rick
Grummer] takes great pride in
keeping up with our jobs and seeing
that we have product and service as
each are needed. They are a

pleasure to work with.”
Despite its growth over the years,
Bradco is still managed as a family
business, with its founder, Barry
Segal, serving as CEO; his oldest
son, Brad, as President; and his
youngest son, Martin, as Vice President. Following its acquisition of
nineteen Wickes Lumber locations in
July of 2004, Bradco Supply is now
able to offer a more diverse product
line to customers, including roof
trusses from its manufacturing plants
in Frederick, Maryland and Bear,
Delaware.
“We offer home builders an
invaluable service because of our indepth knowledge about the products
we carry. This sets us apart from the
large supply centers and enables us
to help our customers both with
advance planning and problem
solving,” said Jeff Lee, manager of
Bradco’s North Little Rock location.
“We are never satisfied with our
service, which means we are constantly thinking of ways in which we
can improve. We know that our
success depends on the success of
our customers.” It is that attitude
which sets Bradco apart from the
competition “They have great
customer service and customer
satisfaction, and their employees truly
care about the customers,” said
homebuilder John Burton of J.H.B.

Investments. “If I have to send a
customer to Bradco to pick something
out, their service at the counter is
very helpful and down-to-earth. They
stand out from the rest.”
“At Bradco, we are committed to
complete customer satisfaction,” said
Lee. “Every Bradco location has a
specialized fleet of late model, wellmaintained equipment that enables it
to deliver the products its customers
need exactly when they need it.” The
company’s fleet can accomplish
everything from a ground drop delivery at a job site to hoisting roofing
material over 100 feet in the air.
Bradco also takes great pride in its
friendly, helpful, and courteous
drivers and fosters that professionalism through a program of ongoing training. “In my 38 years in
the building supply business, I’ve
never worked with a group of people
more dedicated to service and to
backing up that service with fast
action,” said Ron Kinchen, one of
Bradco’s sales reps in North Little
Rock. With its complete line of
residential and commercial roofing
materials, windows, siding, sheet
metal, and insulation (Springdale
location only), Bradco truly is the best
choice for Arkansas’s builders and
remodelers.
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Coming up in
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Space Savers
The latest in closets and
garages in new homes.

Ask the Experts
Readers pose questions to
experts in various fields.

Job Site Theft
How to protect your business.
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